Chapter – VI
REGULATIONS FOR Award of Skill Credit Certificate
[R 301 to R 400]

R. 301: The award of Skill Credit Certificate (SCC) with mention of (a) specific
credit value, (b) NSQF level, (c) name of the Candidate, (d) the name of college/
institution/ department/ centre where the candidate studied, and (e) the grade
obtained by the candidate in final Examination conducted by the university will
be subjected by these regulations under chapter VI.

R. 302: The objective of award of the SCC is to extend the benefits of short term
skill training courses either (i) specially designed by the university for the
purpose based on CBCS, or (ii) available as a part of any skill component of a
regular course being offered by university in its affiliated college or on-campus
programs.

R. 303: The admission for a SCC program will be regulated by the Regulation
for Admission described in Chapter-I based on the eligibility requirement for the
particular NSQF level and additional prerequisite, if any, required for the
specific component of Skill Credit Certificate course.

R. 304: A student can register in SCC being offered by an affiliated
college/institution or constituent department/ centre/ college if (a) he/she is
either enrolled with University or (b) he/she is enrolled with university in the
concurrent mode with an enrolment in a conventional degrees with either (i) a
sister state universities in the state of Rajasthan, or (ii) any other universities or
institutions in state of Rajasthan having formally signed a Memorandum of
Understanding for the purpose with this university. The SCC will be awarded by
university after regularly studying the course and on successful completion of
the course by obtaining Pass or higher grade in the examination conducted by
the University for the purpose.

R. 305: A student can register himself for a minimum of Two Credits and
maximum of twelve credits in a semester at the beginning of the semester if the
skill component chosen for SCC is part of the regular course. In such cases
student will have to attend classes regularly throughout the semester for the

component and his performance will be evaluated in EoSE along with regular
students registered in the full course. An SCC which is being offered as a
specially designed SCC the date of commencement and duration will be notified
by the university and student will have to attend the classes regularly for the
specified duration on completion of which an examination will be conducted by
the university for final evaluation of learning outcome.

R. 306: All regulations for the proper conduct applicable to a student registered
for a regular courses will also be applicable on the students registered for SCC.

R. 307: The credits earned by a student with issuance of a proper SCC by the
university will be counted in credit register, if found fit, for the award of a
specific regular Certificate, Diploma, Advance Diploma or B.Voc. degree by the
university on the basis of fulfilment of all other requirements of the such award.

R. 308: The credits earned by a student with issuance of a proper SCC by the
university will be counted in credit register, if found fit, for the award of a
specific regular Diploma (Concurrent), Advance Diploma (Concurrent) or
B.Voc. (Concurrent) degree by the university on the basis of fulfilment of all
other requirements of the such award and further on fulfilling the requirement of
general courses by passing the part of conventional degree as applicable.
Chapter – VII
Regulations for Concurrent Skill Courses and award of Diploma
(Concurrent), Advance Diploma (Concurrent) and B. Voc. (Concurrent)
along with a Convention Degrees being awarded by a Sister State
University or University having specific MoU for the purpose with RISU
[R 401 to R 500]
R. 401: The objective of Concurrent Skill Courses (CSC) program is to extend
the benefits of the various skill oriented courses being offered by the university
as skill component of a regular course in its affiliated college and on-campus
programs to the students enrolled in conventional degrees with sister state
universities in the state of Rajasthan and other universities or institutions having
signed Memorandum of Understanding for the purpose with the university.

R. 402: For pursuing Concurrent Skill Course with university the student will
have to formally enrolled with the Rajasthan ILD Skills University (RISU) in
addition to his regular enrolment with either a sister state university or a
university having specific Memorandum of Understanding for the specific
purpose with RISU.

R. 403: A separate Concurrent Enrolment register will be maintained by the
university for all such students enrolled in concurrent mode. The register will
also keep record of relevant information of the conventional course, and
conventional university where the student is concurrently enrolled with. R. 403:
All regulations for the Enrolments will be applicable for concurrent Enrolment
too except the requirement of Migration Certificate as the student will keep the
enrolment in the other university for pursuing the other conventional degree
program in concurrent mode.

R. 404: Enrolment fee as specified for regular enrolment will be charged from
the students seeking concurrent enrolment.

R. 405: For pursuing Skill courses in concurrent mode the students will be
required to take admission in a college/institution affiliated to RISU or on
campus.

R. 406: A student can register in a CSC Program for the award of Skill Credit
Certificate (SCC) under concurrent mode being offered by an affiliated
college/institution or constituent department/centre/college if he/she is enrolled
with a sister state universities in the state of Rajasthan, or (ii) any other
universities or institutions in state of Rajasthan having formally signed a
Memorandum of Understanding for the purpose with this university in the
concurrent mode for pursuing a conventional degree course.

R. 407: The admission to SCC of a CSC program will be regulated by the
Regulation for Admission described in Chapter-I based on the eligibility
requirement for the particular NSQF level and additional prerequisite, if any,
required for the specific component of Skill Credit Certificate course.

R. 408: A student can register himself for a minimum of Two Credits and
maximum of Twelve credits in a semester in concurrent mode at the beginning
of the semester. All regulations of CBCS will be applicable for CSC.
R. 409: The student will have to attend classes regularly throughout the semester
for the component pertaining to Skill Credits in addition to regularly attending
classes as required for the conventional degree he/she is pursuing in concurrent
mode.
R. 410: The performance of students will be evaluated in EoSE along with
regular students registered in the full course with this university. The university
will notify its time table of EoSE and student will be required to appear in EoSE
accordingly. Failure to appear in the EoSE because of any reason including a
conflict with the time table of examination of conventional degree, will not be
considered by the university for any relief other than permitting him to appear in
next such semester examination whenever held for a regular course.
R. 411: The SCC under CSC will be awarded by university after regularly
studying the course and on successful completion of the course by obtaining
Pass or higher grade in the examination conducted by the University for the
purpose.
R. 412: All regulations for the proper conduct applicable to a student registered
for a regular courses will also be applicable on the students registered for CSC.
R. 413: The credits earned by a student with issuance of a proper SCC under
CSC by the university will be counted in credit register, if found fit, for the
award of a specific, Diploma (Concurrent), Advance Diploma (Concurrent) or
B. Voc. degree (Concurrent) by the university on the basis of fulfilment of all
other requirements of the such award.
R. 414: Diploma (Concurrent) with a particular title will be awarded if the
student has earned a total of 36 Skill Credits of NSQF level 5 or higher
involving all the Skill Compulsory and minimum Skill Elective credits related
with regular Diploma course with same title and have passed the Part I or First
year of the Bachelor degree course under concurrent mode with the other
university.

R. 415: Advance Diploma (Concurrent) with a particular title will be awarded if
the student has earned a total of 72 Skill Credits involving 36 Skill Credits of
NSQF level 6 or higher , and remaining 36 Skill Credits of NSQF level 5 or
higher, involving thus all the Skill Compulsory and minimum Skill Elective
credits related with regular Advance Diploma course with same title and have
passed the Part I and Part II or Two year of the Bachelor degree course under
concurrent mode with the other university. R. 416: In six semester, there year
Bachelor degree program under CSC a student can earn Advance Diploma in
addition to the Bachelor degree. For earning a full B. Voc. (Concurrent) he will
have to earn NSQF level 7 Skill Credit Course after passing out Bachelor degree
in concurrent mode while pursuing other degree program or by pursuing it as a
regular course with skill component only.
R. 416: B. Voc. (Concurrent) with a particular title will be awarded if the
student has earned a total of 108 Skill Credits involving 36 Skill Credits of
NSQF level 7 or higher, and remaining at least 36 Skill Credits of NSQF level 6
or higher, and last 36 Skill Credits of NSQF level 5 or higher, involving thus all
the Skill Compulsory and minimum Skill Elective credits related with regular
B.Voc. course with same title and have passed the Bachelor degree course under
concurrent mode with the other university.
R. 417: College/ Institution affiliated to the University for providing regular
courses will be free to enroll student under CSC within the seats allocated to
them for the particular course and NSQF level.
R. 418: College/ Institution interested in providing Skill education under CSC
only will have to apply for affiliation for providing Skill Education under CSC.
The regulations for affiliation and statutes of affiliation will be applicable
however while granting affiliation to provide a course of NSQF level 4 to 7,
under concurrent mode to its own students the requirements will be assessed for
Skill Component only.
R. 419: Various fee mentioned in the Affiliation Statutes will be applicable for
granting Affiliation under Concurrent mode with the interpretation that NSQF
level 5 and NSQF level 6, will be interpreted as Diploma and NSQF level 7 will
be interpreted as B. Voc. and further the affiliation fee will be charged at 75% of
the Affiliation fee for a regular course as only Skill education will be offered by
the institute/college under CSC.

